GAMBER-JOHNSON RUGGED MOUNTING PRODUCTS
Dedicated vehicle mounting solutions for TOUGHBOOK devices.
From humble beginnings as a local wooden furniture
manufacturer in Stevens Point, Wisconsin, GamberJohnson has developed into the global go-to partner
for equipment mounting products.
This evolution from producing furniture in 1954 to
becoming a 21st-century world leader in mounting
equipment for electronics was fostered by a company
culture of innovation and continuous improvement.
As it expanded, Gamber-Johnson began producing
fleet vehicle mounts for radios and computers, then
providing solutions for material handling and point-ofsale, including mounts for security cameras and more.

Today, Gamber-Johnson manufactures mounting
components and systems for laptop and tablet
computers, radios, light and siren controls, surveillance
cameras, point-of-use kiosks, printers, keyboards and
other devices, and is a trusted name in the industry and
a go-to partner for major rugged computer OEMs.
Gamber-Johnson’s dedication to producing products
that are rugged, reliable, and responsive is unparalleled.
The Gamber-Johnson name has become synonymous
with high quality, rugged products that can withstand
even the most extreme situations, a perfect partner
for TOUGHBOOK.

TOUGHBOOK 33 VEHICLE DOCKS

TOUGHBOOK G1 VEHICLE DOCK

Gamber-Johnson’s laptop docking station for the
TOUGHBOOK 33 can be positioned in laptop or tablet
orientation. This docking station features full port replication
and a lock that will secure both the TOUGHBOOK 33 and
mating keyboard. The tablet version comes with full or Lite
port replication to support a wide range of peripherals, and
easy-to-use latch for one-handed docking/release.

Gamber-Johnson’s tablet docking station for the
TOUGHBOOK G1 is perfect for the mobile worker that
spends time outdoors. The docking station optimizes
connectivity to the office and enables the worker to easily
take the tablet out of the mobile office for on-site work.

TOUGHBOOK 20 VEHICLE DOCK

TOUGHBOOK N1 VEHICLE DOCK

Gamber-Johnson’s laptop docking station for the
TOUGHBOOK 20 provides a full array of port replication
but the small footprint conserves cabin space. Can be
positioned in laptop or tablet orientation.

SKU

Gamber-Johnson’s tablet docking station is the perfect
complement for the TOUGHBOOK N1. This docking
station accommodates the TOUGHBOOK N1 with
extended battery and hand strap, with an ergonomic
one-handed dock and release mechanism.

DESCRIPTION

SKU

DESCRIPTION

PCPE-GJ20V07-11

TOUGHBOOK 20 vehicle dock

PCPE-GJ33V01-03

TOUGHBOOK 33 tablet dock (Full port replication)

PCPE-GJ33V04/05

TOUGHBOOK 33 tablet dock (Lite port replication)

PCPE-GJ33V06-08

TOUGHBOOK 33 clamshell dock

PCPE-GJ33V09/10

TOUGHBOOK 33 slim tablet dock (Lite port replication)

PCPE-GJ33V11/12

TOUGHBOOK 33 slim tablet dock (Full port replication)

PCPE-GJ54V01-04

TOUGHBOOK 54/55 clamshell dock

PCPE-GJG1V01-06

TOUGHBOOK G1 vehicle dock

PCPE-GJM1V01/02

TOUGHBOOK M1 vehicle dock (Full port replication)

PCPE-GJM1V03-05

TOUGHBOOK M1 and B2 vehicle dock (Lite port replication)

PCPE-GJL1VM01-03

TOUGHBOOK L1 vehicle dock

PCPE-GJN1V01-04

TOUGHBOOK N1 vehicle dock

PCPE-GJT1VM01/02

TOUGHBOOK T1 vehicle dock

For full product listing and more detailed descriptions please contact your preferred Panasonic partner.

To learn more or to discuss your specific requirements, please contact:
ProServices@eu.panasonic.com

For more information about ProServices, please visit www.toughbook.eu/ProServices

